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IHTRODUCTIOS
Enthusiasm for Milking Shorthorn oattie, as refleoted by increases la
number of oattie arid breeders, and in general breed activities, has risen
tre endously in Kansas since the mid-thirties. The Kansas Hllking Shorthorn
Society has developed into one of the stronger and acre active breed associ-
ations in the state. Excellent cooperation in all activities have revelled
between the leaders in th' s society and the dairy husbandry staff of Kansas
State College. Much interest has developed among breeders in evolving con-
structive policies and practices beat fitted to remote the elfare of the
breed and the entire dairy industry of Kansas. To what extent Milking Short-
horn breeders should adopt the rograas of other breed organizations, both
dairy and beef, and what special programs applieabla to the b 3t intero3to of
this breed, are among the problems which have faced the breeders indlvidualiy
and collectively. Patterns for constructive rograme among the special purpose
dairy and beef breeds are well established. As a background for future plans,
it seemed desirable to study the over-all place of Milking Shorthorn cattle
by gathering data from the farms of leading breeders. Kansas evened to offer
an excellent opportunity for such a tidy.
HISTORICAL REVIEW
The origin of the Shorthorn is obscure (Peterson, ?£) • Its native home
is in Northeastern England in the counties ;f Durham, Northumberland and Xork,
In the cast, Shorthorns were also known as Durhame. It ie generally believed
that the early invaders of England, particularly the tomans and the Hermans,
brought oattie from the Continent, and that these oattie had a l«rge part In
the development of the Shorthorn. Later Flemish cattle were brought over from
Holland and oroased with native cattle, and possibly othar
oattla vara alao
used*
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the oattle from
which the
Shorthorna haw been developed were mediocre and lacked uniformity. It was
through the efforts of great breeders that the breed of cattle
now known as
Shorthorn was developed*
Co ling Brothers began breeding Shorthorna in England in about
1770
(Atkeson, 1) • Other early Milking Shorthorn breeders in England
were Thomas
Bates, Richard Booth, Christopher Mason, John Wilkinson and
William Tarr. Of
these, the work of Thomas Bateo is of particular interest to those
interested
in dairying. Thomas Betes selected and bred for high milk production.
Only
those animals that a»t hia standard ere selected for breedin purposes,
and
inbreeding was extensively practiced. Re developed about six families,
of
which the Duchess family was the most noted. After the death of
Bates in
1349, the herd was dispersed. His results wero so outstanding
and his
general influenoe so great that most of the Milking Shorthorns of
today trace
back to his cattle*
The firat recorded importations to the united States were in 1733
(Conklin, 2) . Early importations were of milking strains. Beoauae of this,
breeders leaned to urd Bates cattle, and a wave of pedigree worship (such as
Bates* Duchess family) developed. This was sometimes at the sacrifice of oat-
tle merit. It culminated in the sale of Colonel Powells herd of Batee-bred
cattle at Hew fork WLlla, Hew lork, in 1373, vhen 1£>9 aniroals sold for an
mmtm st M it CD* Hfi eii c -;s r tho **heJZ ***• avcri od 17» 5 -»
the highest being the Eighth Duchess of Geneve, which sold for «\tf5,GC0»
The first herd book in America waa the American S orthorn Herd B-sk,
which appeared in 13*6 (2) . Ohio Shorthorn Breeders Association also started
» herd book, as did Anderson, a private breeder. All three were absorbe by
the Aaerleeii Shorthorn Breeders Association in 1332. The American Shorthorn
Breeders Association registered both beef and dairy types. la 195C, The
Aaerloan Milking Shorthorn Society was formed. A herd book which includes
only the editing strain was developed*
The first Shorthorns In Kansas were of the dairy type and were brought
to this state by S. S. Tipton from Iowa (L&ude, 16). Tipton established his
farm at Mineral Point in Anderson County in June, 1357. In the American
Shorthorn Herd Book, Volume 6, are recorded three bulls and 15 cows under the
ownership of Tipton. Tipton registered the first Shorthorn bred in Kansas,
which was a female, Bertha Belle, bom in 1859 (16) . Tlpton-bred cattle in
Kansas until his death In 1339.
Most e rly Kansas herds were of the Bates breeding. One of the most
influential earl? breeders was 0. W, Gllck, who started breeding Shorthorns
in 1370 (16) • In 1679, Gllck heeded the fashion of the day and became a purist
in breeding Shorthorns of straight Bates bloodlines. In face of a general
swing to the Scotch or beef -type Shorthorn, he remained a leading exponent
of the milking type until his herd was sold in 1339* QUok's influence can
best be expressed uy the fact that h s leadership resulted in his election as
Governor of Kansas in 1382.
Another early breeder of importance was W. R. Kelson, former owner
of the Kansas City Star (16) • Re bonht 15 heed at the Click dispersal for
his famous Sni-A-Bar farm at Qrandview, Missouri.
Kansas St: te College was among the first (1373) to breed Shorthorns of
the dual character, including mostly Bates breeding (16) • This herd was sold
In 1397 beoauss of Infection from tuberculosis and alao because the collsgs
was criticised for maintaining herds of liv. 3took. When Shorthorns were re-
established at Kansas State College in 19C5, the special purpose beef type was
selected (16). Colonel tf. A. Harris, Limned, Kansas, started breeding the
Sootch or beef-type Shorthorn in 138C (16) . He was perhepe more influential
in swinging the Assrioon breeders away from dual char cter than any other man.
A state-wide organisation of Milking Shorthorn breeders was formed at
Dodge City in 1936, kaown as the Kansas Milking Shorthorn Society (Dixon, 3)
•
This organisation grew from 27 initial mecibers to 174 mashers in 1951. The
growth of the Milking Shorthorn breed in Kansas is reflected by the fact that
5C0 breeders registered cattle in the national Milking Shorthorn Society in
1951 (Freeland, 4) . Members of the Kansas Milking Shorthorn Society hare
cooperated closely with the Dairy Husbandry Department, Kansas State College,
in promoting the welfare of the dairy industry in Kansas. They here been
especially active in Inter-Breed Dairy Council work.
The Milking Shorthorn Society has been quite aggressive in reoent
years in promoting this breed in the state. Although some other specialised
dairy breeds exceed this breed in numbers of cattle, there were more Milking
Shorthorns shown at the State Fair in 1951 than any other breed. They were
also second high in their entries in the junior division at that show. Also
oospared with the five specialized dairy breeds in the same ye r, Milking
Shorthorn breeders wore second in number of exhibitors and wore first in
bor :;f SrtlsH ft" M0 tit**!**, HMMl t» HM 999& ' f if !!
exhibited, and first in nuaber of animals exhibited per show, with an average
of 77.
In addition to show ring activities, the Kansas Milking Shorthorn Society
is tggrtetivt n promoting the salt of cattle. A state tale Is held each
year, as well as .roaotional sales in some districts . Kansas breeders have
consigned sons of tht top %n<BM0* to the national tale tech year*
Further indie tion of toe growth of Milking Shorthorn activities in Kansas
is the fact that during 1951 sore Milling Shorthorns uerc registered from
Kansas then from any other state (Sparkaan, 23) • Kansas also le ds other
at tes in number of bulls olaatifitd (23).
The Milking Shorthorn breed was the second highest breed in number of
first services froo tht Ktntas Artificial Breeding Service Unit (10). .Seven-
teen percent of total first services in 1950 and 13 percent in 1951 were
represented by this breed. There were 6,672 cows artificially bred to
MlUdng Shorthorn bulls in 1950 and If ,i32 in 195U
Tht Milking Shorthorn breed is classified as a dual-pur: -ae breed,
that it, a breed combining beef and dairy characteristics. Because of this
fact, it is to be expected that tome breeders tend to place most ctephasU on
beef characteristics, while others tend to give major emphasis la dairy ohar-
act-riot'es. Proponents of dual-pur. 033 cattle claim that such cattle art
epecla ly well adapt d to farms of the aidwest and elsewhere when the farmer
wants a dual source of income (b ef and dairy products) and does not cart to
emphasize the many good practices essential to sucotss on farms where special-
ized dairying or beef production is raetlctd. That, tht dual-purpose breeds
have been called the farmer 1 3 cow, particularly well adapted for the farmer
who wants to keep a few cows at t part of a diversified farming system (Vaugh,
In t publication from the University of Minnesota (fetors, et.al., 19),
it is stated that "——the dual-purpose type of cattle is especie ly adapted
to the aedium-sieed farm of 160 to 320 acres on which there is not sufficient
labor and equipment to adlk enough cowa to utilise the entire supply of feed,
especia ly of pasture and roughage*.
These and other such sta events Imply that dual-purpose cattle ere
adapted to articular farm conditions, and that oertain feeding and management
practices should prevail. The importance of the Milking Shorthorn breed in
Kansas seemed to offer an opportunity to study the fans conditions and herd
practices that prevail on farms where ttXdng Shorthorn cattle are maintained.
EXP RIMEHTAL PROCEDURE
A questionnaire was developed that would provide information pertinent
to some farm conditions, feeding and management practices, end general at-
titudes of the owners of Milling Shorthorn cattle in Kansas. A total of 57
questions were included pertaining to these three general categories (tee sam-
ple qiieattonaaire in appendix) • The questionnaire was sent to the 174 aemceri
jf the Kansas MLLdng Shorthorn Society. It was thought that such a list
would represent a cross-section of the progressive breeders and would reflect
the better practices and conditions where this breed was maintained. Most such
breeders would probably be interested la breeding registered cattle either
exclusively or partially. In order to get replies from more farms, and to get
information on possibly a different class of breeders, the 3ame que3tionnairea
were also sent to 105 county agricultural agents in Kansas with a letter of
instruction to deliver a questionnaire to Milking Shorthorn breeders in their
respective counties.
Of the 174 questionnaires sent to breeders, 70, or # percent, were
returned. The 315 questionnaires delivered by county agents resulted in 27
returns, or 8 percent. All but two of the 97 questionnaires received were
3uffioiently complete to be useful; but in some, a few question were either
unanswered, inadequately answered, or the answer indicated lack of understand-
ing of the questions.
MttH
Age Distribution of Breeders of Milking Shorthorn Cattle
One of the questions on the questionnaire pertained to the age of the
operator. This was considered of seas int.re;t as reflecting the possible
years of dairy operations and the opportunity to hare developed approved prao-
tioes. The average age of the fronaers surveyed was 42 years, ranging from 21
to 65 years (Tabls 1) . More than half of thea, 6C percent, were in the age
group of 25 to 44 years. Ho data are available to determine how t ess age
distributions would oospore with ages of specialised Kansas dairyaen. Com*
parison of a e distribution of farmers in Kansas (27) and the United States
(26) shows them to be identical. However, the Milking 3horthorn breeders sur-
veyed were considerably younger than eith r the Kansas or United States far-
nera.
Years of Dairying and Breeding Milking Shorthorns
Similarly, it was desirable to know something about the period of time
that e eh operator had been in dairying and ly comparison, how long he had been
breeding Milking Shorthorns. Sinoe dairying and cattle breeding are usually
considered long-time agricultural enter rises, the length of time involved
sight be some indication of the degree of adoption of approved practioes that
could be ex acted.
3Table 1, Age distribution of Milking Shorthorn breeder* In survey, farnera
of United States and farmers of Kansas,
:
ft c tMllking Shorthorn Breeders t Kansas i United States
p^tarthatloB iNuaber
1 jaflgnji L-tSMSHJ* : f^WM* 2
25 3 3 3 3
25-35 24 • & **
35-44 28 33 23 23
45-54 20 23 23 23
55-64 10 12 20 20
65 and over 1 1 15 15
Total tt ICO 100 iff
%. S. Departaant of Coerce, Bureau of the Census, United States Census of
Agriculture 1950 VI, pt. 13, page 5. _ _
2u, S. Departaant of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, United 3tates Census of
Agriculture 1950, Volume II, General Report, page 37.
Of the 79 farnars reporting on their years of dairy activities, nearly
two-thirds (64$) had been dairying acre than 10 years, and nearly one-half
(49*) more than 15 years, with an average for the entire group of 16,2 years
(Table 2) . Contrasted with the years of dairy activity, the years of breeding
MiUcing Shorthorns were ID years or less for 56 peroent of the faracra sur-
veyed, and a;re than three-fourths (77%) had been breeding Milking Shorthorns
15 years or less, and the average for the entire group was 12.4 yoars. Ho
oonparable data are available for length of time breeding other dairy cattle
within breeder groups in Kansas, but it is probable that the time distribution
would not differ greatly froa that found among these breeders of Milking Short-
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It la interesting to not* that 17 percent of the Milking Shorthorn
breeders re rted no dairying tiae, thus indicating the emphaaia given to
beef quellti a only aaong one-sixth of the breeders. Eleven others had been
breeding Milking Shorthorns more years than they had been dairying* Sixteen
had been dairying the aame number of years that they had bred miking Short-
horns, and slightly more than one-half (52 aaong 95) had been dairying more
years than they had bred Milking Shorthorns. The fact that 70 of the 95 had
been dairying the same number of years, or more, as breeding Milking Shorthorns
would seem to Indicate the seme tendency to emphasise dairy characteristics.
An attempt to ascertain the emphasis toward dairy or beef was made by
the questions whether Milking Shorthorns were being kept strictly as e dairy
breed, or as an opportunity to move from dairy to beef. Eighteen percent
answered strictly dairy, while 41 percent answered dual purpose, and 41 per-
cent answered "go either way1*. This would indicate that these breeders had
dual purpose primarily in mind, but -bout half of them definitely had in mind
going in the direction best suited to conditions. This, together with nearly
a fifth going strictly dairy, shows a slight emphasis as a group toward dairy
instead of beef.
Shift to Milking Shorthorns from Other Breeds
Since 52 of the 95 had been dairying an average of 13 years and had
raised Milking Shorthorns an overage of 11 years, it is evident that they
shifted from soma other kinds of dairy cattle to Milking Shorthorns (Table 2) •
How many shifted from beef is not known. Of the 95 f&raara surveyed, 66 or
70 percent, reported having owned previously some special purpose dairy breeds.
Holatelns had been on 44 farms, Jerseys on 44, Guernseys on 30, Ayrshires on 13,
uand Broun Swiaa on 6 farms. Sixteen farmers re carted having changed from
mixed cattle to Milking Shorthorns. There is an overlap of farmers in these
reports , because many farms reported several different breeds before Milking
Shorthorns were established. These shifts from special dairy breeds to Mllk-
ing Shorthorns by such a large proportion of the I&ldng Shorthorn breeders
would seem to indicate that these farmers believed that the Milking Shorth rn
breed was specially adapted to their farming conditions.
Site and Composition of Herds
Size of herd is of interest because of its bearing on herd management
practices, income from the enterprise, and herd and farm organisation. The
average else of all herds surveyed was 30.1 females? consisting of an average
of 19.5 femalee, or ef percent of breeding age; 7.c or 23 percent, unbred
yearling heifers; and 3.6 or 12 percent, heifers below one year (Table 3)
•
This seems to be an unusually saall proportion of young cattle below breeding
age. It represents one yearling heifer for every 2.3 females of breeding
age, and only one heifer under one year for every 5.4 females of breeding
age. The ratio of heifers under one year to yearling heifers was It 1.9*
These unusual trends prevailed in all groups of different sized herds*
Only U percent of the herds consisted of 1C females or less, and about
one-third of the herds were in the groups of 20 females or less. Two-thirds
of the herds consisted of 21 or sore females, with about half of all herds in
the racket of 21 to 4C f. males. In general, the herds were large enough to
be adaptable to most of the better herd ractioes, and be of importance in
total farm income. Of the total femalee, about three-fourths (74 percent)
I ere purebreds, thereby indicating special emphasis on the herd. The 95 herds
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surveyed represented 47, or 5<: percent composed of purebreds only, 38, or
40 percent, composed of both purebreds and grades, and only 10 composed of
grade cattle exclusively.
Since both beef and milking types of Shorthorns have special registration
provisions for polled cattle, it was interesting to note that 80 farmers, or
34. percent, reported owning horned cattle only, while 12, or 13 percent, owned
both homed and polled animals, and only three percent owned polled cattle only.
Location and Description of F.rms
An attempt was made to ascertain whether Milking Shorthorns van kept
more generally in certain types of farming areas, or on certain types of farms.
In Fig. 1 is shown the number of herds located in each of the types of farming
areas (Hoover, 7) . About 25 percent of the herds surveyed were in the eastern
third of Kansas, 55 percent in the middle third, and 20 percent in the western
third. Since the eastern third represents smaller farms and more dairying,
and the western third, larger farm:; with more wheat and range land, it would
seem that the Milking Shorthorns have found sore of a place for themselves in
the areas generally described as "cash-grain, livestock, general", where rather
large farms prevail, wheat is the most important crop, but some eneral live-
stock farming is practiced (Table 4)
.
The average number of acres for the 94 farms re orted (one farmer did
not answer) was 407, which is more than the state average (37C acres), ac-
cording to the 1950 census (27) . The size of farms ranged from 1 to 1400
acres. The largest number of farms were in 161-32C acre group, which repre-
sented 39 percent of the total. Nineteen percent were in the group 80-160
acres, 52 percent were from I6I-48C, and 65 percent were from I6I-64.C, only

If
-
Table 4* Location of herds by typs of faming arses.
Area
:
! jftflovintion,*
•
1 General, lire stock, cash-grain, self-sufficing
poultry and dairy 5
2 General, livestock, poultry, cash-grain, dairy 6
3 General, livestock, dairy, cash-grain, poultry, self-
sufficing
•
4 Livestock, general, cash-grain
5 Raa e livestock, general, cash-grain
6a Cash-grain, livestock, general
6b Similar to 6a, slightly acre wheat and dairying 21
7 Cash-grain, livestock, general
"
8 Cash-grain, livestock, general
9 . Cash-grain, some general farming, wheat most important 10
10ft Cash-grain, some livestook, some livestock, large
proportion of wheat
10b Similar to 10a, more wheat, less pasture, livestock,
ftnd general farming
lOo C sh-grain, livestock, and some general farming, less
wheat, more pasture and range livestook
11 Cash-grain, livestook, general, wheat and beef cattle
Important
*
12 Cash-grain, rangs livestock, some general farming
•Hoover, Leo H. A sussaary of Kansas Agriculture. Agr. Econ. Kept*
Kansas Agr. Exrt. Sta. 1953.
No. 55,
U16 percent being In the roup representing more then & section of land
(Table 5) . It would seem that Milking Shorthorns are acre generally kept
on the medium to large-sised fame.
The average number of cultivated ae es on all farms reported was 277
or 63 percent of the total. The cultivated acres tended It increase as the
total acreages increased. The average number of acres in grass on all the
farms was 122, of which 0C percent use in native grass, 11 percent in tem-
porary pasture, and 9 percent tame pasture* The number of acres of native
grass increase with the else of farms, whereas the acreages of temporary and
tame pastures was proportionately more Important on the smaller sised farms*
Comparison of the average number of Milking Shorthorn females summarised
by sizes of farms (Table 5) shows that the slse of herd increases as the farm
acreage increases. On all farms, the average was one Milking Shorthorn fe-
n»Tf for about every nine acres of cultivated land, and every 4 acres of pas-
ture. T e number of acres of pasture available per animal greatly increased
as the sise of farms increased (Table 5) • These facts further indicate that
Milking Shorthorns are found more generally on the rather extensive types of
farming where acreage and grassland is not a limiting factor.
Sources of Income on Farms Surveyed
In order to classify further the forme on which Milking Shorthorns were
kept, and to estimate the importance of the Milking Shorthorn enterprise on the
farm, each farmer surveyed was asked to list his main source of income, end the
percentage of the total gross income that was derived from milk products and
from sale of cattle. Cattle income headed the list with 33 percent of those
farmers reporting; followed in order by wheat and cattle, 23 percent; end
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wheat, 22 percent. Seventy-eight peroent of the farmers reporting derived
their main source of Income from these categories and 22 percent from other
sources (Toble 6) . Cattle or cattle in combination with other enter rises
represented the main source of inooms of 62 percent of those reporting* Al-
though based only on the farmers' replies, the importance of cattle income
eeems unusually high, particularly in comparison with wheat, considering the
types and sisee of farms generally represented. Milk was listed as the main
source of income in only three percent of the replies, but it is possible
that milk may have been included as pert of the cattle income in some oases*
Further study of the gross income by percenta e derived from both
milk products and Milking Shorthorn cattle sales as estimated by farmers shows
that the average for the entire group was 24 percent from milk and 32 from
cattle sales (Table 7) • tkitrlj three-fourths (73 percent) of those reporting
received X percent or less of their gross income from sales of dairy pro-
ducts. About half (49 percent) reoeived 2C peroent or less, and 2C percent
received 1C peroent or less from this source. Only two percent of the far-
mere reported more than 50 percent of their gross income from milk products
sales* Sales of Milking Shorthorn cattle represented from 21 to 4£ peroent
of gross income among nearly half of those reporting. Cattle sales ware more
important than milk sales as a part of total gross income* These summaries
are difficult to reconcile with the reports on main sources of income unless
it is assumed that these farms are quite diversified, and a pert of gross
inooms, such as a third, could still be a main source of income. Generally,
it can be concluded from the reports that income from Milking Shorthorn cat-
tle is an important source of inooms for those farmers surveyed*
Since cattle sales were so important as a source of gros3 income, it is
19
Table 6. Estimated main source of cash income on farms surveyed.
l
Project :
t
: Percent
Cattle 31 33
Wheat and Cattle 21 23
Wheat 2C 22
Grain (alio and soybeans) 10 11
H gs and cattle A U
'l.L: 9 3
Cattle and poultry 2 2
Sugar beets and alfalfa 1 1
Pipe fitter 1 1
Total 93 100
of int rest to 3tudy further the percentage represented by different icinds
of cattle, as estimated by the firmera surveyed. Eighty of the 95 farmers
reported estimates. The averages of the percentages reported showed 36 per-
cent of cattle income came from bull sales, 23 percent from steers, 23 percent
from bred females, 11 percent from heifers and one each from rami and creep-
fed calves*
The dependability of such estimates might be questioned, but the number
of breeders involved does give some measure of the relative amounts that were
received from the sale of different classes of cattle. One of the claims of
Milking Shorthorn breeders is that their calves are better adapted to veal
production. However, only six breeders sold any veal calves, and only three
sold creep-fed calves. The main source of income came from bull sales, which
2C
Table 7* Gross income from dairying and sale of Milking Shorthorn cattle.
j
% Da^ryln^
•: =—•
—
*
i HilkinUft
1
1
orthorn cattle
Percent of
,1x033 income
t Number
: resorting j Percent
: liumber
: re. ortin*
Percent
10 or leas 16 20 9 11
11-20 24 29 12 15
21-30 20 24 24 30
31-40 10 12 15 19
41-50 10 12 16 20
51-6C 2 2 1 1
61-7 2 J
7i-ao 1 1
Total N 99 80 100
Av, Percent of
Gross Income 24 32
indicates an unusually strong demand for bulls of this breed, probably pro-
portionately larger than would prevail with the special purpose dairy breeds*
Value of Milking Shorthorns for steers is another claim of breeders of this
treed. Steers vers the second most important source of cattle sales income*
Breeding oows and heifers followed in importance. These data are of interest
in appraising the possibilities in breeding Milking Shorthorns.
Ratio of Males Registered to females Registered
The Milking Shorthorn breed registered more bulls in relation to females
than any other breed. This would indicate a strong demand for bulls and possibly
lass culling of bulls. Of total cattle registrations males represented the
afollowing percentages
i
Milking Shorthorns (5) 34.62 percent
Holsteins ( 3) 19.1 percent
Guernseys (17) 15.5 percent
Ayrshires (2) 13.5 percent
Jerseys (9) H«6 percent
Brown Swiss (3) 20*7 percent
BREEDING PRXRAM
Since 9 percent of the farmers surveyed had sane purebred cattle , it is
of interest to ascertain the quality of bulls being used as part of a herd
improvement program. Also, the average size of the herds, 30 females, with
22 of breeding age, would further esphasize the importance of good quality
bulls. Bull service from good proved bulls is available to Milking Shorthorn
breeders of Kansas through the state-wide artificial breeding program.
Only 13 percent of the breeders surveyed were using artificial breeding
exclusively, while another 13 percent were using it to sons extent. Eighty-
three of the 95 reporting had artificial breeding associations in their areas.
If those to whom the service was not available were deleted, the av rage would
be 29 percent using the service entirely or partially.
Eighty-seven percent of the farmers surveyed owned their own herd sire*
All reported using purebred bulls. This is in contrast to only 61 percent bred
to purebred bulls, including artificial breedings, for the state as a whole
(Free land, A) • Also, it is Interesting to note that Milking Shorthorns ranked
second among the breeds in number of bulls in service in all herds, and in per-
centage of artificially bred cows U).
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There waa a preponderant* of youn; bulls being used cm the ferae included
in this survey* Ifinety-one percent (T* ble 8) of the farmers using bulls in
natural service had bulls five years old or 1633, The range in age of the bulls
being used was from one to ten years* Thirty-six percent of all bulls used were
two years old* Only seven bulls over five years old were being used*
The age of bulls being used in natural service would support the fact
th t only seven faros reported using a proved bull* Of these seven farms thus
reporting, there were four that could not have had proved bulla because of the
age they gave for their bulls* This indicates that some do not understand the
weening of the term "proved buH 1'. Forty-two or 50 percent (Table 8) reported
using a son of a proved bull* Again* for the same reason, this may be quite
high* For e ample, there were only seven Milking Shorthorn bulls proved in
1947 (11), eleven in 1948 (12), eight in 1949 (13), six in 1950 (H), and six
in 1951 (15) in Kansas* These bulls include both the plus and minus proved
bulls* Thus, it can be assumed that not all of the 42 were using sons of proved
bulls*
The breeders as a whole are paying more attention to dams* records than
they are to sires* backgrounds* Eighty-five percent of those using bulls in
natural service were using bulls from tested dams* All recorcs reported on
dams of bulls being used, without adjustment for age or length of record,
averaged 9,688 pounds of milk for 45 records re ;rted. Using the breed average
of four percent, this would be 387 pounds of butterfat. The highest ailk record
reported was 16,000 pounds of milk as a 15- ear-old. The lowest milk record
reported was 5,302 pounds as a Junior-tuo-year old* The butterfat records
re orted for darns of bulls being used averaged 375 pounds of butterfat on all
records, without adjustaent for age or length of record. The highest butterfat
83 ICO
7 3
42 50
71 85
76 91
7 8
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T ble 3. Information on Milking Shorthorn bulls used in natural service on
farms surveyed*
: ..umber ; rerocat
Using purebred bulls
Proven bull
Son of & proven bull
Son of a tested dam
Xoung bull (1-5 years)
Bulls over 5 years of age
record reported was 734 pounds of butterfat as a Junior-four-ye r-old, and
the lowest was 24£ ound3 of butterfat as a Junior-two-year-old. Three-jroar-
old records reported on dams of bulls being used averaged 7,953 pounds of milk
and 334 pounds of butterfat. The two-year-old records averaged 7,264 pounds
of milk and 323 pounds of butterfat*
BREED PROMOTION PROGRAMS
Production Testing zrogram
Testing individual cows for yearly production as a basis for economy of
production, selection and culling, and for breeding programs is an approved
practice, well-recognised, particularly- for purebred herds* Among the farmers
surveyed, 39 peroent were testing their herd3 under the Dciry Herd Improvement
plan. This is a much higher percentage than prevails for breeders of purebred
cattle of other breeds in Kansas. Slightly more than two percent of all the
dairy cows in Kansas are being tested In the Dairy Herd Improvement program (25) •
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Also, 23 percent of the farmers related testing their herda under the
program sponsored by the American Milking Shorthorn Society. Thoss using
this program had tested from 1 to 16 ye rs, with an average of 6.5 years.
Considerable overla exists in the two systems of testing and most breeders
testing through the national bread association were also testing in the Dairy
Herd Improvement Association plan because the two programs are so olosely
integrated*
These farmers are to be congratulated for their extensive participation
in an organised testing progrea, particularly sinoe they are breeding dual
purpose cattle.
Among those farmers surveyed who were not testing, the reasons in order
most frequently given for not testing were as follows:
1. Expense
2. Ho association
3. Herd not large enough
4. Hot enough registered cows
5. All cows have Register of Merit Records
6. Weigh milk at horns
7. Short of feed
3. Too much work
9. Just starting to build herd
1£. Haven't time in summer, let calves suck
11. Barn not fixed yet
12. Don't know anything about plan
These reasons are rather typical of the usual excuses given by other farmer
groups for not testing.
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Average production of the 24 herds tested In 1951 was 7,412 pounds of
milk and 272 pounds of fnt, as reported by the farmers surveyed. However,
the average of all Milking Shorthorn herds for the sane year In Kansas Dairy
Herd Improvement Associations was 6,196 ounds of milk and 249 r>ounda sf
butterfat, aa reported by the association supervisors. The difference could
be because all supervisors did not report, or because Milking Shorthorn breeders
prefer to average only the cows being milked and not include the nurse cows
aa part of the milking herd*
The breeders surveyed Mart queried f-bout what they considered to be a
m4w4wti7n roduction f^r rofit. The largest number (42 percent) set the level
at 300 pounds of butterfat, but almost as many (39 percent) indicated 250
pounds (Table 9) • Comparison of these estimates with the reported averages
of all tested herd3 (272 pounds of butterfat) indicates that the breeders are
getting results close to the minimum necessary for a profit*
fluiMWiTii of Milking Shorthorn herds testing In Dairy Herd Improvement
Associations in Kansas for the years 195C and 1951 are presented in Table If
.
Persistency of production is generally considered to be less well es-
tablished In the Milking Shorthorn breed than in the special dairy breeds.
This may be due to both breeding and herd management practices. Lack of per-
sistency materially reduces annual production in any cow. To determine to
what extent Milking Shorthorns are subject to short lactation periods, a
study was made of 73 individual records made in Dairy Herd Improvement As-
sociations in Kansas during the years 1950 and 1951. Of these, 63 percent
milked from 251 to 350 days, and 29 percent milked less than 251 days (Table
11) * These results do not seem to indicate that lack of persistency is as big
a factor in production as is sometimes assumed. Whether this limited number
126
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Table 9. rounds of butterfat that the farmers believed
to be profitable.
a cow should give
I
Lbs. Butterfat .•a.:.jcr
*
* Perc.nt
200 11 13
25C 34 39
300 37 42
35C 5 6
Total 87 m
fable 10. Summary of Milking Shorthorn herds tested In Kansas Deiry
Herd Inprorement Association.
*
: 1950 i 1951
Gov years 347 m
Lbs. of Milk 6669 6196
Average percent test 4.C8 4.03
Lbs. of Butterfat 272 249
Value of the Product 223 $241
Average cost of roughage $ W $ 59
Average cost of grain I 51 # 37
Total feed eosts t 91 #146
•
Average return above feed coots 134 $ 95
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Table UU Persistency of individual records of Milking Shorthorn oovs in
Dairy Hard I^rovaoant Associations 1950 and 1951.
Days in Milk
15C or lass
151-200
2C1-25C
251-3CC
3C1-35C
351-365
Total
t 1951
3
12
19
9
1
44
: Percent
7
27
43
20
2
99
i 1951
r
Ho.
2
1
4
15
11
1
34
Percent : T^yfct^
I
3
12
44
32
3
IOC
2 3
4 5
16 a
34 43
20 25
2 3
73 boa
is typieal of Milking Shorthorns in Dairy Hard Improvement Associations, or
whether cows tested in such a program are typical of the bread is proble-
satlo&l. In 195C only 22 percent of these cows silked over JM days} in
ly51» 35 percent. This aay contribute to the low hard averages made
Milking Shorthorn Breeders in Kansas*
Type Classification Prograa
All of the national associations representing the six breads o. dairy
cattle, including Milking Shorthorns, have established a type classification
iigPMi Manly Mm pm4 iMMd Mm nail n noIm Mm mi Mi 0MMHr%
hard, at the farmer's request, for the purpose of evaluating the quality of all
animals two years old or over, according to established classes, based on the
official score-card. This prograa is recognised aa a complement to production
testing in herd and bread jjeprovezoent.
3inee 90 ;*reent of the fara.rs surveyed oviaed all or some purebreds,
and since the total females averaged 30 per herd, it would be expected that
considerable interest would be manifested in th- i'am. Forty-one, or 43
percent, of the faroers surveyed reported they v. re participating in the ro-
gran. This is n rather high percentage for any group of breeders, and higher
then the percentage of herd3 in the Dairy Herd Improvement testing program.
Those farmer* participating gave the following reasons in order of in-
1% co
:
1. So that the cows kept for replacements would follow breed
standard
2. Offspring sell better
3. Cull the herd to fewer but better cattle
4. Give aail order buyers more confidence
5. Compare quality of cattle vith other herds
Those not classifying their herds gave the following reasons, listed in
order of frequency!
1. Too fe- registered oowi
2. Grade cattle only
3» Haven't got around to it
4» Can't afford to
5. Cr-n't get classified when I want it
6. Don't '<now about orognm,
7. Cull herd myself
ording to Sperkman (23) tee following relationship prevails between
type and production
i
Excellent - 423 lbs. butterfat
V ry good - 398 lbs. butterfat
Qood plus - 395 lbs. utterfat
Oood - 379 lbs. butterfat
Fair - 335 lbs. butterfat
Poor
Fifty percent of all Milking Shorthorn cow that haw teen classified
in United States fall In the "very good" clasaification rating (Table 12).
The "good plus" rating follows with 36 percent.
Table 12. Classification ratings in the Milking Shorthorn breed for tht
United 3tates».
J
ttotlM
.--
•
Percent
Excellent f* 5.99
Very good 8C8 49.35
Good plus 535 35.74
Good U3 8.74
Fair 3 .18
Total classified 1637 100 .00
•Spartaan, John. Classification of Bulls, Milking Shorthorn Journal, 36:6,
September, 1951.
leads the field in olassifioa :ion of bulls by quite a large
•, although Kansas Is lowest in percent of "excellent" bulls (Table 13).
is seventh in number of "very good" bulls, second in number of bulls
classified "good plus", and sixth in number of bulls classified "good". This
would point t= the fact that Kansas cattle could use type lapronreaent.
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Table 13. Classification of bulls by state*.*
State : ExesJ !jent
1 :
:Ver:/ G?od : Go^d dIus : Good : Jtfi
•
: Total No.
i
''
1
Kansas 2.70 43.64 42.16 6.49 m
Illinois 7.39 61.34 25.00 5.26 152
Iowa 6.56 59.34 23.77 9.02 .32 122
Indiana 8.C0 61.C0 24.00 7.CO 100
Idaho 7.95 36.36 43.18 12.50 .3
Michigan 7.14 51.19 35.71 5.95 84
Ohio 4.34 55/7 37.23 4.34 *
Virginia 6.34 33.33 41.26 17.46 1.58 41
Wisconsin 12.9C 50 .CO 35.43 1.61 62
Texas 9.43 47.16 3C.13 13.20 53
•Dixon, W. E. Extension Neva, Milking Shorthorn Journal 31t45. March, 1950.
HFRD HEALTH PROGRAM
Herd health is one of the essentials faotors of success in any type of
livestock enterprise, but, because of the relationship of herd health to health-
ful mid; for human consumption, health is a primary essential in dairy herds.
The tvo diseases for which state-wide control programs have been established
are tuberculosis (Pickett, 21) and Brucellosis (rlcicett, 20).
Of the farmers surveyed, 64, or 63 percent, were participating in the
tuberculosis control program. Kansas has been a modified accredited rea
since 1935 (Harris, 6) , and this disease is not the problem it was formerly.
However, the individual breeder should be eternally vigilant to prevent further
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outbreaks* Considering the class of herds involved in this survey, it would
mm that more emphasis should he placed on tuberoulosis control on a syste-
matic basis*
Brucellosis is much less under control statewide than io tuberculosis.
This disease is a constant threat to any herd and can cause devastating eco-
nomic losses, besides the terrific set-back to any constructive herd improve-
ment program. Fifty percent of these farmers were systematically testing their
herds for Brucellosis. Seventy six, or 80 percent, however, were practicing
vaccination while 2C percent were doing no vaccinating. Of any control method
oalfhood vaccination was being used most extensively. Ninety-one ; ercent of
those vaccinating were using calfh^ d vaccination, or about three-fourtho of
all the herds. Five ercent of those vaccinating, or four percent of the entire
group, were using both oalfhood and adult vaccination, while four percent of
those vaccinating, or three percent of the entire group, were using adult
vaccination only. Twelve percent reported no control program of any kind.
This may not be so unfavorable as it appears since a few of the herds were
quite small, and a few were newly established*
These data indie te quite general adoption of oalfhood vaccination and
it is encouraging to note so few using adult vaccination, especially since
some of the herds are operated acre on the basis of beef herds than dairy*
Mare systematic testing should be done, but this will soon be corrected in
any herds selling milk because of the rapid extension of this requirement in
city milk ordinances throughout the state*
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PRACTICES
Herd Management Practices
One of the theoretical adaptations of Milking Shorthorns is the faot
that the anphasie eaa be shifted from dairy to beef, or vice versa, either on
a long or short-time basis to meet economic conditions or special farming op-
erations. Contrary to general practice in dairy herds, some dual purpose
breeders may milk only part of the year, or only part of their herd.
Milking Practices, Summer and Winter
Of those farmers surveyed, only 25, or 26 percent, reported milking all
their cows, while 73 percent milked only part of their cows. Forty-tree per-
cent of the farmers milked half or less of their eowe in sumaer, end about a
third of the farmers milked half or less of their cows in winter (T ble 14) •
These facts, together with the distribution found (Table 14), indicate that
these Milking Shorthorn breeders, a majority of whioh were purebred breeders,
do adapt their milking operations to fit their respective farm conditions,
either by reducing the number of oovs being milked, or by shifting the aason
for milking, or by both.
time of Freshening
Further evidenoe of such adjustments is Indicated by the season of je x
when cows are freshened. Usually beef cattle owners try to freshen their oovs
in early spring to suit market needs better. Dairy cattle owners either try-
to freshen their cows in the fall to meet the demands for milk, or attempt to
distribute the freshenings throughout the year to maintain an even supply of
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Table U. Proportion of Milking Shorthorn cows milked in sonar and winter,
Percentage of
total 9mmj :..xu
t Huaber of i Percent of
: formers i cows ailiced
j Mm
« Sumbcr of Percent of
: farmers : covs milked
1C or less 6 7 2 2
11-20 4 5 5 5
21-30 3 10 3 3
31-40 11 13 4 4
41-50 15 13 22 24
51-60 2 2 10 11
6L-, 5 6 6 4
71-30 • 10 U IS
31-90 2 2 3 3
91-100 a 26 24 26
Total 32 99 95 99
Bilk. Again, it is of interest to dstermias the practice of dual-ptsppcse oat-
tls owners. Of the f.-irmers surveyed, the largest ntcaber, 43 percent, freshened
their cows in the fall (Table 15), If ell year (15 er ent), spring and fall
(15 percent), winter (4 percent), fall and winter (4 percent) are added to the
fall freshening only, the total would be 31 percent which freshen their cows in
fall or distribute them through the year. This indicates that these dual-
purpose cattle ovners place most emphasis on the dairy program for freshening*
However, there seems to be some contradiction of these facts in the reports
previously discussed regarding summer and winter milking practices.
MTable 15. Time of freshening cows on MiUcing Shorthorn farms.
Masher of far.-as > Percent
rail U o
All year (evenly distributed) U 15
5C percent spring) H 15
5C percent fall)
Spring 14 15
Winter 4 4
Fall and Winter K 4
2 2
Spring and Sumner 1 1
Don't attempt to oontrol it 1 1
Totals 15 100
Length of Pasture Season
Considerin the amount of pasture available and the types of farm oper-
ations involved, it is of interest to determine how extensively grass is used
as a part of the feeding program. The farmers reported from 5 to 12 months,
with six months representing the greatest frequency, 29 percent, followed by
seven months, 22 percent, and eight months, 21 percent; the period six to eight
months inclusive representing nearly three-fjurths of the replies*
Machine Milking
The reports showed that these farmers had an average of 22 females of
breeding age. If it is assumed that 20 percent of these were heifers, or 30
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percent cows of milking age, then the number of milking age would average
17.7. Again, if it is assumed that 20 percent of the cows would be dry, the
number of milking cows would average about H. Usually herds of this size ere
milked by machine. However, since some of the cows are used to suckle calves,
and since less emphasis is placed on year-»round dairying by Milking Short-
horn breeders, it is of interest t^ know how extensively they used machines
for milking. Reports show that 67 farmers, or 71 percent, -.ere using milking
machines. This may not be so high as a similar number of dairymen milking
special dairy breeds, but it does indicate th;t labor is a factor sufficient
to justify .machine milking, even though the em nasis on dairying is less ro-
nounced.
Management of Bulls
Milking Shorthorns bein^ a dual-purpose breed, it was interesting to
study management of bulls to see if the Milking Shorthorn breeders turned
bulls with cows as most beef herd owners do, or whether they kept their bulls
up as most dairymen do. F.rty-two (46 percent) did not let their bulls run
with the cows. Twenty-eight (3C percent) let their bulls run with the cows,
and 22 (24 percent) let the bulls run with their cows part-time. It would seem
that these Milking Shorthorn breeders handle bulls about the same manner as do
commercial dairymen of special purpose dairy breeds. With purebred breeders
of special purpose dairy breeds, there would be a greater proportion of bulls
kept up.
Calf Management
The large number of cows not being milked would indicate the cows are
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being used as nurse cows. Twelve farmers (13 percent) used nurse cows ex-
clusively for raising calves. Forty-three (46 vercent) used nurse cows to
start their calves and then changed to pall feeding. Thus, 53 percent wert
using nurse cows exclusively or to some extent with pail feeding. Of the far-
tiers using nurse cows, 44 percent reported that they followed the practice of
allotting two calves to the cow, and 3C percent allotted two or MM calves
per cow. Thirty-nine, or 42 percent, used pail-feeding only in raising their
calves. Of those using pail-feeding or in combination with nurse cows, 26
percent fed whole milk only one month, and 43 percent two months, or total
of 69 percent fed whole milk two months or less. Others fed whole milk longer
lengths of time, but only three percent fed longer than six months (Table 16).
Table 16. Time whole milk was fed to pa^l-fed calves.
Tiiae in months
Le3s than 1 month
1-2
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6
6-7
8-9
Total3
go. Percent
23
35
7
6
U
8
2
1
36
27.0
41.0
8.0
7.0
5.0
9.0
2.0
1.0
100.0
Thirty-one percent re orted they fed milk substitutes to some extent, but
the others had never used them. It is evident from these reports that Milking
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Shorthorn breeders used nur3e oowi more extensively than dairymen with spec'al
dairy breeds generally do; milk substitutes are used much less extensively,
but calves are fed whole milk about the same length of time as are calves of
the special dairy breeds, unless nurse cows art used. These facts emphasize
the importance placed on the income from offspring rather than dairy products,
and the minimizing of labor by milking fewer cows and allowing the others to
raise calves.
Disposition of Heifers and Bull Calves
Since Milking Shorthorn cattle sales made up 32 percent of the sross in-
a 9 it wa3 of interest to note the disposition made of heifer and bull
calves.
Eighty-nine of the 95 farmers reporting kept their heifer calves for replace-
ments or at least part of them for that purpose. Twenty-3even indicated they
sold some as purebreds. Two sold heifers as long yearlings, and MM sold
heifer calves as veal calves.
Sixty-three sold some of their bull calves as breeding bulls, while 68
reported some of their bull calve 3 were eventually sold as steers. Four sold
bull calves as veals.
The cheapest gain can be put on an animal i/hen young. It was surprising
that only 17 of the 95 reporting indicated they creep-fed their c; Ives. Two
indicated they v.anted to get sta:*ted.
Proponents of this breed have always stressed steers as an advantage
for this breed. Thirty-five sold their steers off cf grass, while 33 evidently
finished their steers in the dry lot. Most of the breeders indicated they sold
their steers between the ages of one and to years. Only 12 indicated they
fo .lowed a deferred-fed steer program which is one of the good steer programs
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for the state (22), Most of the steers were 3old when they reached weights
of 900-1200 lbs.
Bull sales for those survtyed are mostly local in nature, going into grade
herds or local purebred herds. Six indicated they 3old bulls all over the
United States while others indicated Oklahoma, Missouri and Nebraska,
The age at which young bulls were sold was quite variable. Tv-nty-one
reported selling their bulls at one yesr of age, while 19 sold ct any age.
Calves up to yearlings were mentioned 13 tiaes. Five mentioned selling ani-
mals over one year of age. There was no predominant age of bulls when 3old.
Age Heifers are Bred
Many breeders of the special purpose dairy breeds debate whether to get
heifers into production early, or delay breeding and get more size to their
heifers. This ; robleia also exists in the Milkfng Shorthorn breed. Sixty-five
percent of the farmers surveyed bred their heifers between 15 and 20 months.
Seven percent bred heifers at less than 15 months of age and 23 percent at
more than 2C months. The range in age for breeding heifers was 12-26 months.
The Liajority of heifers were bred to freshen after two years of age.
Dairy Products Marketing Practices
Even though milk or cream averaged only 24. pwrtMt of tno average income
on the Milking Shorthorn farms surveyed, the regularity of 3uch income makes
it important. Ninety of the 95 farmers answering thi3 survey were selling
either whole milk or cream. Sixty reported selling cream, and 30, whole milk.
Of the 60 farmers selling cream, 5C were marketing under the Kansas foar-day
plan regularly, and two were following that plan occasionally. Grade A
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ions could be complied with on 20 farms, and grade A milk was being
marketed on 19 of these farms. It is of interest that only two farmers we |
producing grade A milk in a ;roup of 17 who reported that they were keeping
Milking Shorthorns strictly for dairy : 3.
Due to the fact that 66 percent of those surveyed are selling cream,
U3e of 3kimmllk is an important problem. Hogs and calves got most of the
skimmilk on these farms. These animals ..ore listed 52 and 4.6 times respec-
tively. Chickens were mentioned 20 times while cottage cheese, feed and sheep
were mentioned once each. The answers concerning value of skimmilk were quite
varied. Most of the answers indicated a good appreciation of the value of
skimmilk. If there is more skimmilk than the calves on the farm can consume,
it entails having another project which may not fit efficiently with the other
farm enterprises.
ATTITUDES OF MILKING SHORTHORN BREEDERS
As a final part of this study on the place of Miking Shorthorn cattle
on Kansas farms and the practices followed oy owners of this breed, it seems
appropriate to summarise some of the attitudes of the breeders toward the breed
and their future plans.
Reasons for Kee ing Milking Shorthorns
The farms surveyed were asked to list five rea3... they preferred this
breed. The answers given in their general order of frequency were as follows:
1. Dual purpose
. Salvage value and heavy when sold
3, Le»3 1 temperamental
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4. Better sale cattle
5. Give a good quantity of wi
6. Utilise roughage and grass bettor thin other breeds
7. Less protection needed in winter
8# Good steer3 for feed lot
9. Best for average farm
10
.
Attr a-ct I " pearance
11. Milk averages about 4 percent fat
12. Long-\ived cattle
13. Like them
14. St\u*dy healthy breed
15. Ba&rti heavier at weaning
16. Had them on farm at home
17. Lesi udder and breeding troubles
18. Shift from dairy to beef or vice versa
19. Larger than most breeds
20. Like the men that breed them
Plans for Future Herd Size
The avera e size of the herd for all farmers s^rrveyed was 30 head of
females, with approximately a third of the herds less than 20, nearly a third
from 20 to 29, and slightly more than a third, 30 or more. It seemed worthwhile
to learn what the general attitudes of the breeders Wfre toward future herd
sizes, and what differences in plans might prevail among owners with herds of
different sizes. Of all 95 farmers surveyed, 54 percent reported they planned
to ir.cr. >.e size of their herds, 37 percent planned to keep them the same
size, and 9 percent planned to reduce their herds. Among owners of herds of
less than 20, the percentages were 55, 36, and 10 respectively, which are
practically the sane as the averages for the entire group. Owners of herds
from 20 to 29 females indicated 62 percent more; 31 percent, the same; and
29 percent, less. For herds of 30 to 39, the answers were 53 percent, more;
47 percent, the same; and none, less. Only in the herds of 40 or more was
the tendency toward smaller herds, with 39 percent planning more; 39 ercent,
the same; and 22 percent, smaller. It would appear that entire groups of
breeders as a whole were well satisfied with the results obtained from Milk-
ing Shorthorns and in general planned further expansion of their herds.
What can Kansas State College do to Help the Individual Breeder?
Excellent relationships have prevailed between the College representatives
and the breeders of Milking Shorthorns, particularly during the last ten years,
when various activities within the breed have been greatly accelerated. When
queried ;bout what the College could do to be of further service in the future,
the breeders reported the following answers listed in order of frequency:
1. Keep good Milking Shorthorn bulls at stud
2. Give dual purpose classification instead of placing as
strictly dairy breed
3. Maintain good herd at the college or at one of the branch
experiment stations
4. Higher pro ,fs on bulls at stud
5. Give more recognition and publicity
6. Compare income by breeds
7. Encourage breeders to use good bulls
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8. Learn how to jud^e them for beef as well as dairy
9. Put in Milking Shorthorn classes in F.F.A. and 4-H
judging classes
10. Keep some polled Milking Shorthorn cattle
SUMMARY
Kansas ranks first most among the states in number of Milking Shorthorns
registered by the American Milking Shorthorn Society. Milking Shorthorns are
recognized as a dual-purpose breed. Breeders of dual- urpose cattle claim
that these cattle are especially well adapted to certain types of farm con-
ditions. Since the breeders are striving for a combination of beef and milk,
the better management practices might be different for this class of cattle
than for the special dairy breeds. Therefore, a survey of 95 farmers by
questionnaire was made in Kansas to obtain information on the farm conditions
and the herd practices where Milking Shorthorn cattle are kept.
The age of farmers surveyed was younger than those for all farmers in
Kansas or the United States. Those surveyed had been dairying an average of
16 years, and had been breeding Milking Shorthorns an average of 12.2 years.
Seventeen percent reported no dairying time. More than half had been dairying
previous to breeding Milking Shorthorns, Of these, seventy percent had switched
from special purpose dairy breeds.
The herds averaged 3C females, of which 20 were of breeding age. Ninety
percent of the herds were exclusively or partially purebred. About 25 percent
of the herds were located in the eastern third of the state, 20 percent in the
western third, and 55 percent in the middle third where the farms were classed
as "cash-grain, live3toc<, general". The average size of the farms was 407
oacres, two-third3 of which were cultivated.
Thirty-three percent of the farmers re.^rted cattle as the main source
of income, followed by wheat and cattle, 23 percent} and wheat, 22 percent.
Of the total herd income, 32 percent was re orted from cattle sales and 24
rcent from dairy products sales. Cattle income was estimated to be 36 per-
cent from bulls, 28 percent from steers, 23 percent from bred females, 11 per-
cent from heifers and one percent each from veal and creep-fed calves.
Thirteen percent were using artificial breeding, and 37 percent owned
their own bull. All of the latter were purebred, 50 percent of which were
by proved bulls, and 85 percent were from tested dams. Thirty-nine percent
of the herds were on test in D iry Herd Improvement associations for an
average of 6.5 years. Average production of herds as re orted was 272 pounds
of butterfat. Eighty-one percent estimated 25C to 300 pounds of fat neces-
sary for profitable production.
Forty-three percent of the herds were in an official type classification
program. Sixty-eight percent of the herds were regularly tested for tuber-
culosis, and 50 percent for Brucellosis. Ninety-one percent of the herds
were being calf-hood vaccinated.
Seventy-three percent milked only part of their cows; A3 percent milked
half or less of their cows in summer; and about a third milked half or less
of their cows in winter. Eighty-one percent freshened their cows in the fall
or distributed them throughout the year. Six to eight months pasture was
reported by three-fourths of the farmers. Seventy-~ne percent of the farmers
milked by machine. F fty-two ercent let the bull run with the cows, all or
part of the time. Fifty-eight percent were usin nurse co-s to feed calves
exclusively or partially. Of those pail-f&eding calves, 69 percent fed whole
umilk two months or less. Eighty-nine percent kept their heifer calves for
replacements, and two-thirds sold bulls for breeding pepMHi Sixty-five
percent bred their heifers between 15 and 20 months of age. About two-thirds
were selling cream, and a third selling milk. Twenty percent were selling
Grade A milk.
Fifty-four percent reported they planned to increase the size of their
is; 37 oercent pla ned no chn-e; and only 9 -ercent planned to reduce the
size. Only in herds of 40 or more females wcg there any tendency to reduce
size of herds.
The data gathered indicate that miking Shorthorns are found under
rather typical types of farming conditions, and that the herd management
practices of the better breeders differ somewhat from those usually used by
dairymen having s ecial dairy breeds.
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&Farm Number Date
Address Age
1. How many years have you been actively enjaged in (A) Dairy (B) Raising
Milking Shorthorn cattle (C) Polled (yes or no)
2. Have you ever had on your farm: Jersey , Guernsey
Holstein , Ayrshire Brown Swiss .
3. Do you keep Milking Shorthorn3 strictly as a dairy breed?
4. Or do you keep MiIking Shorthorns as an opportunity to move from dairy
to beef?
Grade : Rarebred
5. (A) How many females of breeding age in your herd.-1 :
(B) How many heifers below one year?
(C) How many unbred yearling heifers below two years?_
6. How many acres in your furm?
7. How many acres in cultivate..! land?.
8. What is the main source of cash income on your farm?
9» What percentage of your yearly gross income does dairying provide
(milk)
?
10. What percentage of your yearly .^ross income does the sale of Milking
Shorthorn cattle provide?
11. What percent of Milking Shorthorn catties sales came from:
Creed fed calves %
Steers I
Heifers not for breeding purpose
Bulls
*
Y«al calves
Bred females %
49 S]
• 12, Do you miIk all your cows? If not, what peifbiiluAg*
do you milk in:
Summer.
,
Winter
__£
13.
14.
Are you U3ing artificial breeding?
Is the bull you are using ourebred?
15. Is the bull you are using a proved bull (one that has 5 daught rs-dam
16.
comparisons)?
Is the bull you are using a son of a proved bull?
17. What is the age of the bull you are using?
18. Is the bull you are using from a tested dam?
•
19.
20.
What was the dams record?
Are you testing for production?
21. Are you under your National Association Production testing program?
»
22. If you are under your National Association testing plan, how many years
have you been in this program?
23. What was your herd average last year?
24. If not testing, why are you not testing?
•
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
Do you milk cows by machine?
Are you a Grade A milk oroducer?
Do you sell whole milk?
Do you sel cream as a general practice 1
D you market your cream under the four day plan?
What use is made of skim milk?
What value do you give to skim milk?
Could your barn pass Grade A inspection?
50
33. v,"hat do you do with your heifer calves?.
34,. What do you do with your bull calves?
35. If you veal your calves, at what age?. what weights
36. If calves are put on cows, how many to the cow?
37. Do you creep feed any of your steer calves?
33. Do you sell your steers off grass? What age?
39. Do you follow a deferred steer program? If so, what weight
are they sold? What was their grade?
40. If you raise bulls for sale where do you sell them?
41. At what are do you sell them?
42. Has artificial breeding hurt your bull sales!
43. What is your reaction toward quality of bulls being used at Manhattan
in the artificial breeding stud? m
44. Do you feed calves from pail or let them run on the cow?.
45. How long do you feed whole milk to your calves if not on the cow?.
46. Do you use a milk substitute for feeding young waives?
47. How many acres do you have in pasture?
Native grasses
Temporarv
Tame
43. Approximately how many months per year are your cows on pasture?_
49. At what season of the year do the majority of your cows freshen?_
50. Are your bulls allowed to run with the cows?
51. Do you follow a Tuberculosis (T.B.) testing program?.
52. Is your milking herd tested ffr Brucellosis Bang's disease?.
51
Are you using vaccination? If so, uha.1l kind?
C lfhood
Adult vaccination.
53. What are your plans concerning the future size of y.ur herd?
Check only one. Same number of co"s
More cows
Less cows
5£. Do you use the classification program? If so, why if not using, why?_
55. What age do you breed your heifers?.
56. What could Kansas State College do t: help in building your breed ?_
57. Check the pounds of butterfat tint you figure a cow should give to be
profitable
.
150
200
250
300
350
58. Please list five reasons why you are using Milking Shorthorns.
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Kansas ran.cs first among the states in number of .Milking Shorthorns
registered by the American Miking Shorthorn Society. Milking Shorthorns
are recognized as a dual-purpose breed. Breeders of dual-eurpose cattle
claim that these cattle are especially well adapted to certain types of farm
conditions. Since the breeaers are striving for a combination of beef and
milk, the better management practices might be different for this class of
cattle than for the special dairy breeds. Therefore, a survey of 95 farmers
by questionnaire was made in Kansas to o .tain information on the farm con-
ditions and the herd practices where Milking Shorthorn cattle are kept.
The age of farmers surveyed was younger than those for all far.iers in
Kansas or the United States. Those surveyed had been dairying an average of
16 years, and had been breeding Miking Shorthorns an average of 12.2 years.
Seventeen percent reported no dairying time. More than half had been dairying
previous to bre ding Milking Shorthorns. Of these, seventy percent had
switched from special purpose dairy breeds.
The herds averaged 30 females, of which 20 were of breeding age. Ninety
percent of the herds were exclusively or :,artially purebred. About 25 percent
of the herds were located in the eastern third of the state, 20 percent of
them : n the western third, and 55 percent in the middle third where the farms
were classed as "cash-grain, livestock, general". The average size of the
farms were 407 acres, two-thirds of which were cultivated.
Thirty-three percent of the farmers reported cattle as the main source
of income, followed by wheat and cattle, 23 percent; and wheat, 22 percent.
Of the total herd income, 32 percent was reported from cattle sales and 25
rcent from dairy products sales. Cattle income was estimated to be 36 percent
from bulls, 28 percent from steers, 23 percent from bred females, 11 percent
from heifers and one percent each from veal and creep-fed calves.
Thirteen percent were using artificial breeding, and 37 percent owned
their own bull. All of the latter were purebred, 50 percent of which were by
proved bulls, and 35 -percent were from tested dam. Thirty-nine percent of
the herds were on test in Dairy Herd Improvement associations for an average
of 6.5 years. Averace production of herds as reported was 272 pounds of
butterfat. Eighty-one percent estimated 250 to 3C0 pounds of fat necessary
for profitable production.
Forty-three ercent oi the herds were in an official type classification
program. Sixty-eight percent of the herds were regularly tested for tuber-
culosis, and 50 percent for Brucellosis. Ninety-one percent of the herds
were being calf-hood vaccinated.
Seventy-three percent milked only part of their cows; O percent milked
half or less of thtir cows in summer; and about a third milked half or less
of their cows in winter. Eighty-one percent freshened their cows in the fall
or distributed them throughout the year. Six to eight months pasture v;as
report d by three-fourths of the farmers. Seventy-one ;: ercent of the farmers
milked by machine. Fifty-two percent let the bull run with the cows, all or
part of the time. Fifty-eight percent were using nurse cows to feed calves
exclusively or partially. Of those pail-feeding calves, 69 percent fed whole
milk two months or less. Eighty-nine percent kept their heifer calves for
replacements, and two-third? sold bulls for breeding purposes. Sixty-five
percent bred their heifers between 15 and 20 months of age. About two-thirds
were selling cream, and a third selling milk. Twenty percent were selling
Grade A milk.
Fifty-four ercent reported they planned to increase the size of their
h rds; 37 percent planned no change; and only 9 percent planned to reduce the
size. Only in herds of Ifi or more females was there any tendency to reduce
the size of the herds.
The data gathered indicate that Milking Shorthorns are found under rather
typical types of farming conditions, and that the herd management practices
of the better breeders differ somewhat from those usually used by dairymen
having special dairy breeds.
